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Background

ProtoDUNE event reconstruction using FermiGrid

• Activity within particle accelerators generates millions of events.
• These events undergo machine learning (ML) inference to determine the type of
particle interaction that the detector recorded.
• This large number of events generates require ulti-petabyte storage systems.
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Services for Optimized Network Inference on Coprocessors
(SONIC)
• Heterogenous computing framework using a client-server model to integrate
external computing resources.
• Uses graphics processing units (GPUs) for ML acceleration.
• SONIC proposal* reports ProtoDUNE event reconstruction using Triton + Google
Cloud can:
• Speed up ML inference by a factor of 17
• Reduce overall event processing time by a factor of 2.7 (330s to 123s)

ProtoDUNE event reconstruction using Cori
**

Figure 1: Diagram of SONIC Architecture
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**KNL is less-performant than Haswell

Objective
• Working to adapt the SONIC system to run on the NERSC Cori supercomputer.
• Prove SONIC proposal’s metrics by showing overall event time and ML inference
time are minimized using the framework.
• DUNE plans to use a combination of supercomputing facilities along with GPU
accelerators for neutrino analysis.
*Reference: GPU-accelerated machine learning inference as a service for computing in neutrino experiments”
https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.04509
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